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NetSuite SuiteScript Developer

Are you a highly motivated and experienced developer with a background in NetSuite? We are looking to add
experienced NetSuite SuiteScript developers to our team.
Explore Consulting is an innovative technology company that helps organizations operate in the cloud. We’re
currently seeking a developer/software engineer for a fulltime or part-time employment opportunity developing
technical solutions for NetSuite. Ideal candidates would be proficient in JavaScript, NetSuite’s SuiteScript and
SuiteTalk APIs, and have experience with other cloud-based technologies. Experience with the Microsoft .NET/C#
platform and SalesForce or Amazon is a huge plus.
This position represents an opportunity for the candidate to develop add-on product modules for NetSuite as well
as provide input into the product vision and lead the execution and architecture using the latest technologies.
Explore provides a fast-paced environment with constant variety between projects.
Requirements:
Our ideal candidate possesses a combination of strong development background, excellent analytical skills, good
customer-facing skills, and a solid understanding of business systems. They also have solid experience in product
development, systems integration, custom application development, advanced database skills, and the ability to
gain proficiency in new technologies quickly.



Excellent analytical and problem solving skills



Excellent written and verbal communication skills



Proven aptitude for learning new technologies



Experience designing and architecting solutions



1+ yrs of software development experience, and user interface development



Knowledge of current technologies and best practices



JavaScript experience

Pluses:



Development experience targeting the .Net platform: C#, ASP.NET, Entity Framework, LINQ, and
ADO.NET



Experience with Amazon Seller Central integration a plus. Strong candidates may substitute experience
with other ecommerce platform integration experience.



Experience with Salesforce.com and/or NetSuite development a plus. Strong candidates may substitute
experience with other ERP or CRM systems such as Oracle Apps, Microsoft Dynamics (Great Plains,
Navision, Axapta), SAP, Siebel, Intacct, etc.



Knowledge of transactional business processing



Understanding of design patterns



Experience with DTS, SSIS, and database integration
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Experience in database design & development (MS SQL)



XML / Web Services experience using Windows Communication Foundation



Design (UI) skills
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Developers will have an opportunity to be involved in all phases of the software lifecycle including sales
engineering, requirements gathering, solution architecture, and development. In addition, our developers are
encouraged to use the latest technologies as they become available including .NET 4.0, Silverlight, Entity
Framework, Microsoft Azure, Amazon Services, and SQL2008. We also provide services around the LAMP stack.
Explore team members are outstanding problem-solvers with excellent communication skills. They're effective
workers in groups and individually. Do you have what it takes?
To Apply
Please submit your resume to Explore Consulting's HR Department at devjobs@exploreconsulting.com referencing
the above role in the subject line.
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